DVD Taxi Licence Status Check

The Driver Vehicle Dashboard (DVD) allows Authorised Taxi Service Providers to check whether a taxi number plate is associated with a valid taxi licence.

The results of the check are displayed as traffic light indicators with the following meanings:

- **Green Light**: The number plate is associated with a valid taxi licence.
- **White Light**: The number plate entered does not start with T or TC.
- **Red Light**: The number plate is not associated with a valid taxi licence.

Taxi Service Providers should note that:
- The Taxi Licence Status Check will only appear in the DVD for Authorised Taxi Service Providers.
- Only number plates starting with T or TC will deliver a result for this check. Other vehicles will return a white light.
- A red light may mean the registration of the taxi has recently changed and the new details will need to be provided or that the taxi licence has expired and will need to be renewed.
- The Taxi Licence Status Check uses information from the Point to Point Transport Commissioner’s databases. If a licence holder believes that a red light indicator is incorrect they should contact the Industry Contact Centre on 131 727 to ensure their data is up to date and correct.